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The work deals with the technology of metal machining with a focus on the technology of broaching the internal shaped surfaces. The design of the drawing tools is a tool with several cutting edges, whereby the shape of the inner shaped surface is made for one rectilinear movement of the tool. The cost of broaching tools is higher. For these reasons, the broaching technology is suitable for series production. One part of the paper covers the research of the achieved roughness of the internal grooves when changing the cutting environment, an emulsion was used instead of oil. The second part involves the use of statistical methods in the technology of broaching internal contoured surfaces. The research is focused on the machine capability. The results of measuring the accuracy of the tolerated dimension of the inner holes after broaching are used as input values to this statistic.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Broaching machines perform a rectilinear movement. Broaching tools are used as tools – broaching mandrels. The shape, construction and material of the broaching tools guarantee high precision and quality of machining of parts by this technology of metal chip processing. The resulting force of broaching consists of the sum of the forces acting on all the engaging teeth [Vasilko 2012].

The workpiece is placed without clamping in a positioning jig mounted on the machine, where it is centered by a broaching tool during the rectilinear movement of the machine. The cutting speed in the broaching process is the speed at which the tool passes through the workpiece. The speed of the main movement is called the cutting speed and we call it \( v_c \) [Lipa 2007]. After the end of the production of the broaching, the workpiece can, in view of further requirements, either have a final design of the inner shaped surface, or this shaped surface can be machined in further production operations. If these shaped surfaces are intended for further production operations, then they are usually operations of heat treatment of metals, or induction hardening in a given area of the inner shaped surface. The cutting tool is an active factor in the machining process. Provides chip formation at the machined surface [Vasilko 2007]. As the number of cutting teeth of the tool is larger, the tools for broaching the inner shaped surfaces are longer in size and have a rod-shaped shape. The design of the broaching tools [Karl 2021] represents a tool with several cutting edges [Wiemers 2021], where the required final shape of the inner shaped surface is produced for one rectilinear movement of the tool through the workpiece. This is a negative contour of the tooth shape of the broaching tool on the workpiece [DIN 2003]. Broaching tools are made mainly of high-speed steel, carbide materials are also used. The manufacturers also have the surface of broaching tools coated. The efficiency of the production process of metal chip processing by the technology of broaching of internal contoured surfaces is affected by the service life of broaching tools. Knowledge from tribology and tribotechnics is generally used in broaching processes [Petkova 2012].

The research of world authors in the field of broaching technology is devoted to the broaching machine, the broaching tools, the broaching control, the broaching process and cutting medium (environment):
In [Karl 2011] a testing system of broaching-load is designed. The testing system uses an industrial computer, a high-precision data-acquisition-card, two pressure-sensors, a displacement-sensor and Borland C++ to test the broaching-load on the base of broaching machine's electronic control system. The factual application in hydraulic broaching machine shows that the proposed system has a good performance on testing-accuracy. The proposed system gives an effective solution to broaching-load testing.

In [Jing 2016] a surface textured broach was designed to slow the broach surface wear and increase the lifespan. Broaching 45# steel load test was carried out. The textured broach can reduce the tool wear due to the nice wear resistance of inverted triangle texture, significantly improves the cutting efficiency and broaching performance and increase lifespan.

In [Ozelkan 2011] Optimal design of broaching tools has a significant impact to increase the productivity and to obtain high quality products. In this paper, an optimisation model for broaching design is presented. The model results in a non-linear non-convex optimisation problem. Analysis of the model structure indicates that the model can be decomposed into smaller problems. The model is applied to a turbine disc broaching problem which is considered as one of the most complex broaching operations.

Various cutting environments have been investigated in [Navukkarasan 2020]. An attempt has been made to investigate, dry and cryogenic broaching of AISI 4340 steel, which is predominantly used in turbine and gear manufacturing industries. A cryogenic broaching setup was developed to conduct the experiment in pull-type broaching machining cycle. In cryogenic broaching an increase of micro-hardness by 4.26-18.77 %, curtailment in cutting temperature by 46.85-65.12 %, and attrition in surface roughness by 87.94-96.35 % is observed in correlation with dry broaching of AISI 4340 steel. TOPSIS analysis conducted for the experimental run evaluated, cutting speed of 2.1 mm/min and depth of cut 8 mm as the close to ideal solution for dry and cryogenic broaching. In cryogenic broaching the surface morphology characteristics of the broached component are superior owing to the drop in temperature, curtailed lengths of the chips and colloidal lubrication factor. This in turn causes, roughness value to drop by 54.11 % in cryogenic broaching in correlation with dry broaching of AISI 4340 steel.

Authors [Makarov 2008] present the materials of broaching on various speeds of cutting are presented. Comparative research of influence the traditional broaching on low speeds of cutting \( (v_c = 2 \text{ m.min}^{-1}) \) by the broaches from high speed steel R18 and the high-speed broaching \( (v_c = 26 \text{ m.min}^{-1}) \) by the hard-alloy broaches VK8 on the change of intensity of wear of the
broaches and formation of key parameters of quality of a superficial layer – a roughness and fatigue durability. Introduction of the high-speed broaching promotes the receipt of higher and stable parameters of quality of a superficial layer, increase of fatigue durability, reliability of gas-turbine engine parts and the minimal values of the tool wear intensity.

In [Makarov 2010] authors state, that theoretically and practically it is proved, that at the broaching there is an optimum condition of a zone of cutting at optimum temperature of cutting. At this temperature optimum conditions of formation of required parameters of quality of the processed surface and the minimal values of intensity of wear of the tool are observed. In the article the results of mathematical computer modeling for the decision of a problem of numerical calculation of temperature of cutting, thermal fields and optimum modes of cutting are submitted at broaching of hard machining alloys.

The technology of broaching of internal contoured surfaces of workpieces stands for the production of internal profile which is being shaped on the components with through-hole. In practice this through-hole d is typically machined by turning or drilling as a preceding manufacturing operation. The resulting force of broaching consists of the sum of the forces acting on all the engaging teeth [Vasilko 2012]. The speed of the main movement is called the cutting speed and we call it \( v_c \) [Lipa 2007]. The linear motion of the broaching tool through the machined workpiece leads to the required shape of the internal section. It is a negative contour of the toothing of the broaching tool on the shaped component. In practice this shape is often in a form of a profile shape. It is suitable to use profile calibres and regulating gauges for the measurements of the section.

While indicating the effect of the process of broaching of the internal contoured surface on other parameters of the shaped component it is suitable to use the methods based on the statistical concept.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

This chapter presents a theoretical introduction to the physical causes of the roughness of the machined surface for the broaching technology and an overview of the statistical methods used to evaluate the broaching of the inner grooves.

2.1 Theoretical analysis of roughness surface at broaching

The technology of broaching the inner contoured surfaces is one of the technologies of metal chip processing. The cutting speeds used in broaching technology are relatively low and there are many contact friction surfaces between the broaching tool and the material to be machined. At present, we can talk about two directions of the emergence of new surfaces in production technologies. These are surfaces created by adding material (additive technologies) [Milde 2021] and removing material (machining). In our paper, we will focus on machining technology, where we again have two groups of technologies that create new surfaces in different ways, namely technologies:

- with defined cutting edge (turning, milling [Peterka 2020b, Vopat 2013], drilling [Kolesnyk 2020], boring [Sentyakov 2020], broaching etc.),
- with undefined cutting edge (grinding [Bradthat 2021, Peterka 2020a], honing, polishing, etc.).

In our paper, we will deal with the formation of a surface using broaching technology. From the point of view of machining theory, there are following physical causes of machined surfaces:

- copying the shape of the cutting edge to the workpiece,
- copying the roughness of the cutting edge itself into the workpiece,
- effect of vibration,
- effect of the increase.

For the analytical calculation of the roughness parameter of the machined surface, e.g. \( R_z \) there are many equations in many literary sources. If we consider the broaching technology and our specific case – circular broaching tool, for physical reasons, is involved in creating the surface roughness:

- copying the roughness of the cutting edge itself into the workpiece,
- effect of increase (if any).

From this consideration we can write that:

\[
R_{z_{SU}} = R_{z_{CE}}
\]

where

- \( R_{z_{SU}} \) - the maximum height of the machined surface profile [\( \mu m \)],
- \( R_{z_{CE}} \) - the maximum height of the cutting edge surface profile [\( \mu m \)].

When broaching, we work at low cutting speeds (due to the cutting material used, the construction of the machines). At low cutting speeds, it is assumed that an increase will Built Up Edge (BUE). For these reasons, intensive lubrication is used in broaching technology, the purpose of which is to reduce friction and thus prevent the generation of heat and the formation of an increase. As oils represent a very significant economic cost with this technology. Our aim is to replace oils with cutting fluid and thus reduce the operating costs of this technology, while maintaining the required roughness of the treated surfaces.

2.2 Statistical methods use at broaching

In the following chapter we will present a number of selected statistical methods which we will apply in the process of the evaluation of specific technology - broaching of internal contoured surfaces.

Six Sigma Method

It is a method used for the improvement of the processes and quality of a company formerly developed by Motorola. This approach to improvement was well-known in the 1980s. Six Sigma utilizes statistical methods and its goal is to minimalize process losses.

The aim of Sigma Six method presumes that per million pieces produced there may be a maximum of 3.4 deficiencies. Six Sigma method tries to minimalize the process variability and seeks the factors which are responsible for it and which are subsequently to be handled. Lean is exclusively interested in the process waste, Six Sigma focuses of their variability. Overall, Six Sigma offers two approaches - DMAIC and DFSS. DMAIC is used to improve the already-existing processes and DFSS is used in the designing of new processes [Lean 2021].

DMAIC Method

In order to successfully implement the changes or the management of the project aimed at the improvement this method is defined by 5 phases: Define, Measure, Analyse, Improve, Control. Continuous process improvement is included in the KAIZEN methodology.
DMAIC method can be used to solve various problems with the aim of the improvement of the processes. DMAIC method can be used to solve various problems with the aim of the improvement of the processes. The method DMAIC we use as a SIPOC form in which the task of the process of broaching of internal contoured surface is being solved. SIPOC is form for Six Sigma, where the terms mean: S – Supplier, I – Input, P – Process, O – Output, C – Customer.

A powerful tool for statistical evaluation [Terek 2004] of processes (production, experimental, research) are various software platforms, which offer not only basic statistical evaluation but various other functions, extended is e.g. software MiniTAB [Peterka 2020a, Vozar 2019].

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter describes the experiments, experimental conditions, conditions and methods for obtaining experimental data. It also quantifies the results achieved and discusses them qualitatively.

3.1 Experiments of a broaching of internal shaped surface

Experimental tests were performed on the workpiece, where the surface roughness is defined due to further assembly. In the experiment itself, the influence of the broaching process under the conditions of different cutting fluids in relation to the resulting surface roughness was evaluated. In obtaining information and collecting data from the real production process of broaching the inner contoured surfaces, it was found that cutting oil is used as the process fluid. The results of the experiment show that with the current rapid development of technologies in the field of metal machining and new knowledge in the field tribology, there are opportunities to research existing production processes, analyze them, find new solutions and introduce changes leading to optimization and cost reduction.

Experiments of broaching of internal contoured surfaces under different conditions of process fluids and evaluation of roughness of machined surface. The main role of the process fluid in the machining process is to cool the friction node at the cutting point in order to extend the life of the cutting tool [Jurina 2020]. Other capabilities of the process fluid are to preserve the treated surface and prevent its oxidation. The process fluid also helps to reduce the thermal load on the machined surface during broaching. In solving the goal of the experiments, the main input conditions of the investigated technology of broaching the holes of the inner shaped surface – machine, tool, process fluid and workpiece – were defined at the beginning. Description of the workpiece – it is the outer ring of the freewheel, which is cast into the stator according to Fig. 1. The freewheel material used is C45. C45 or 1.0503 is Non-alloy quality carbon steel. The chemical composition [%] of this steel is: C 0.43-0.5, Si max 0.4, Mn 0.5-0.8, Ni max 0.4, P max 0.045, S max 0.045, Cr max 0.4, Mo max 0.1. The mechanical properties of steel grade C45: Hardness Brinell hardness (HBW): (+S) 255, Tensile Rm 898 [MPa], Elongation A [%] 13. The prescribed surface roughness after broaching is Rz25.

Figure 1. Workpiece before broaching

The test was carried out at an automated workplace with a hydraulic broaching machine 7B66, manufactured by Minsk Machine Company. Roughness measurements were performed on a Mahr MarSurf XCR20 measuring device, shows in Tab. 1.

Table 1. Experimental conditions for broaching tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Machine 7B66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the broaching tool 1100 [mm]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting speed 2.5 [mm min⁻¹]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workpiece material C45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness measuring device Mahr MrSurf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of grooves 24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The measurement of surface roughness after broaching is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Surface roughness measurement

Experiment No. 1

Cutting oil ECOCUT 715 was used as the process fluid in experiment No. 1, which was used in broaching workplaces in...
series production. ECOCUT 715: Chlorine free sulphur containing low viscosity, highly active cutting oil for difficult machining. Recommended for broaching and gun drilling application [Fuchs 2019].

Evaluation of experiment No.1
The implementation of the broaching test of the inner shaped surface brought positive results and the roughness values were achieved, is shown in Fig. 3.

Evaluation of experiment No. 2
The test involved changing the cutting oil from reservoir to an emulsion - cutting fluid Blaser BLASOCUT 4000 Strong. The first test of broaching of the inner shaped surface under emulsion fluid conditions was performed at a concentration 5 %, as is commonly used in other metal chip processing processes (e.g. turning). Blasocut Blasocut – High performance water miscible mineral oil-based cutting fluids for all machining operations for extended tool life and good surface finish [Blaser 2017].

Evaluation of experiment No. 2
The broaching test of the inner shaped surface under emulsion liquid conditions was performed at a concentration of 15 %. The broaching tool quickly wore out under these cutting conditions and the broaching tool was almost damaged. This was then used for grinding on a Sharpmaster 2200 machine from the manufacturer KARL KLINK Company.

Experiment No. 3
Based on the knowledge gained from experiment No. 2, its analysis, evaluation and improvement of processes [Kosturiak 2010], experiment No.3 was prepared. The process of broaching the inner shaped surface was under conditions Blaser BLASOCUT 4000 Strong emulsion liquid. The concentration of the emulsion liquid changed to 15 %.

Evaluation of experiment No. 3
The broaching test of the inner shaped surface under emulsion liquid conditions was performed at a concentration of 15 %. The result of the broaching test at this concentration gave positive results and the roughness values are shown in Fig. 4.

3.2 Experimental results and discussion to the roughness
The results of the experiments for individual roughness measurements are summarized in Tab. 2. In the table we see a comparison of the achieved average values of the machined surface roughness for the parameter Ra mean arithmetic deviation and for the roughness parameter Rz the maximum height of surface roughness.

Tab. 3 shows the achieved roughness parameters for different types of cutting media – oil ACOCUT 715 and BLASOCUT 4000 emulsion for 5% and 15% concentration, and the Requested Roughness from the drawing – Fig. 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Oil ACOCUT 715</th>
<th>Emulsion BLASOCUT 4000 15%</th>
<th>Requested Roughness Rz25</th>
<th>Emulsion BLASOCUT 4000 5%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ra</td>
<td>0.509 μm</td>
<td>0.771 μm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rz</td>
<td>4.141 μm</td>
<td>8.731 μm</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ra – arithmetical mean roughness value, Rz – maximum roughness height (depth), X – damaged tool

From the above results, the following findings can be stated, which are based on the performed experiments and measured values of roughness parameters:
1. The use of a low concentration emulsion - BLASOCUT 4000 5 % seems inappropriate due to the fact that the cutting tool - the broaching tool - quickly wore out and quickly lost its cutting ability.
2. It is more advantageous to use emulsions with a higher concentration, e.g. BLASOCUT 4000 15 %. The tool - the broaching tool did not wear out so quickly and was not damaged. Better groove roughness values were achieved than for the cutting medium - BLASOCUT 4000 5 %.
3. ECOCUT 715 oil as a cutting medium achieved very good results in terms of roughness parameters (Ra, Rz) of machined grooves. Compared to BLASOCUT 4000 15 % emulsion, better roughness values were achieved. The parameter Ra was 0.262 μm better resp. 34 % better. The parameter Rz was 4.590 μm better resp. 53 % better.
4. The prescribed (requested) roughness value of the parameter of the maximum height of the profile of the inner surfaces of the grooves according to the drawing documentation was Rz25 Fig. 5. When using both cutting media, i. ECOCUT 715 oil and BLASOCUT 4000 15 % emulsion, satisfactory roughness from the point of view of the drawing documentation was achieved.
5. ECOCUT 715 oil achieved better Rz values compared to the prescribed (requested) Rz25 value by 20.859 μm resp. roughness was 6,036 times better.

6. The emulsion BLASOCUT 4000 15% ECOCUT 715 achieved better Rz values compared to the prescribed (requested) Rz25 value of 16.269 μm resp. the roughness was 2.863 times better.

3.3 Monitoring of the machine capability

Describes an area of implementation of statistical control of the process and monitoring of the machine’s capability. Under capability of the process we understand the evaluation of the process performance measured according to specifications. The ability is expressed by capability indicator. Terms:

- Random factor - causes a constant variance which is typical for the process as a part of the total variance (e.g. fluctuations in the quality of raw materials).
- Systematic factor - causes an irregularly occurring variance (e.g. broken tool).
- Capability of the machine / process is a ratio of tolerance and accuracy of production.

To express the evidence of monitoring of the machine/process capability, Tab. 3 includes the types of tests, methods and indicators of capability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Capability Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short-term test</td>
<td>Machine capability</td>
<td>C_m, C_mk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-term test</td>
<td>Preliminary process capability</td>
<td>P_p, P_plk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term test</td>
<td>Continuous process capability</td>
<td>C_p, C_pk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Demonstration of machine and process capability is performed on critical and important features, or upon the requests of the

These are the factors that are generally regarded as causing variation in capability measurements [Nielsen 2020]:

- Machine (e.g. degree of wear and choice of tooling);
- Measurement (e.g. resolution and spread of measuring instrument);
- Operator (e.g. how experienced and careful he/she is);
- Material (e.g. variations in surface smoothness and hardness);
- Environment (e.g. variations in temperature, humidity and voltage);
- Method (e.g. type of machining operation).

These factors work randomly or systematically. In case of unsatisfactory test results these should be taken into account in the process analysis.

On the following example we will explain which approach can be used to express the effect the parameters have on other parameters in the process of broaching of internal contoured surface of the profile shape.

The description of the shaped component - it is a pump welded from two component parts, a circular pressing with the outer diameter D1 = 280 mm, an internal opening D2 = 53 mm, and an impeller hub which is inserted into the internal opening of the pressing. The component parts are welded. The impeller hub has a through hole designated for the broaching of the internal contoured surface of a section. The profile shape is a module 32. Used hub material JIS G4051 S48C. The test was performed at an automatic workplace with a hydraulic broaching machine 7B66. Cutting speed 3.5 m/min. Cutting oil was used ECOCUT 715 [Fuchs 2019].

As a test we can use a capability test with the assessed indicators of capability C_m and C_mk. A specific assessed parameter of the shaped component is the diameter of the hole D = 48 h10 (-0,1). A tested dose of the measured components is 50 pcs. A graphical demonstration of the capability assessment is shown in Fig. 6 – Fig. 8.

![Figure 6. Measured dimensions (Diameter) for each samples (Value No.)](image)

HTM - upper limit dimension, DTM - lower limit dimension, mean deviation of the dimension.
The $C_m$ index describes machine capability; it is the number of times the spread of the machine fits into the tolerance width. The higher the value of $C_m$, the better the machine. Example: if $C_m = 2.5$, the spread fits $2\frac{1}{2}$ times into the tolerance width, while $C_m = 1$ means that the spread is equal to the tolerance width. If you also want to study the position of the machine’s capability in relation to the tolerance limits, you use the $C_{mk}$ index, which describes the capability corrected for position. It is not much use having a high $C_m$ index if the machine setting is way off centre in relation to the middle of the tolerance range. A high $C_{mk}$ index means, then, that you have a good machine with a small spread in relation to the tolerance width, and also that it is well centred within that width. If $C_{mk}$ is equal to $C_m$, the machine is set to produce exactly in the middle of the tolerance range. A normal requirement is that $C_{mk}$ should be at least 1.67 [Nielsen 2021].

In our case, we can see, in Fig. 7, the values of the capability indicators $C_m$ and $C_{mk}$ are greater than the normal requirement:

\[
C_m = 2.58 \geq 1.67 \quad (2)
\]
\[
C_{mk} = 2.01 \geq 1.67 \quad (3)
\]

where $C_m$ is machine capability indicator, $C_{mk}$ – corrected machine capability indicator.

From the above results, the following findings can be stated to evaluate the ability to stretch the inner grooves:

1. The $C_m$ indicator exceeded the set limit of 1.67 by 0.91 resp. 1.54 times. The $C_{mk}$ indicator exceeded the set limit of 1.67 by 0.34 resp. 1.20 times.
2. For the $C_m$ indicator, the range fits 2.58 times the tolerance width.
3. Based on the $C_{mk}$ indicator, it can be stated that the broaching machine is in good condition and is well centered.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the planned experiments and performed tests in the conditions of broaching internal contoured surfaces, it was found that on existing broaching technologies and identical tools in series production it is possible to broach workpieces after changing the cutting oil to emulsion fluid to achieve the required surface roughness quality. The results of experiments No.2 and No.3 showed the importance of the size of the concentration of the emulsion liquid on the broaching process. In the next step, it is recommended to map the range of emulsion fluids, analyze the parameters and compare them with the test and perform new tests.
The technology of broaching of internal contoured surfaces enables us to achieve high productivity level in the production process and it is applicable in series and mass-produced production. At present it is implemented mainly in the production of automotive components.

A statistical control of the production process is already widely used in the production processes of the chip machining of metals. When addressing customer requirements, optimization of cost reduction and also when executing an actual research, the statistical methods represent a suitable tool in the solution of the goals. The use of statistical methods in the area of chip machining of metals in the technology of broaching of internal contoured surfaces enables to indicate the effect of the process of broaching on other parameters. This is fitting in addressing of requirements of the client as well as in case of actual research and experiments. Under conditions of series production, the implementation of a statistical process control represents a quality management tool. Experimental tests were performed on a part that was welded from two parts, a circular pressing and an impeller hub which is inserted into the internal opening of the pressing. In the experiment itself, the influence of the broaching process on another parameter of the welded part was evaluated. The results of the experiment show that the use of statistical methods is suitable for tests of broaching of internal contoured surfaces.
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